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Abstract
Risk estimates at very low doses depend upon extrapolations from higher

doses and Inferences from experimental data obtained using animals and lower
organisms. A variety of dose-response functions have been observed In animal
studies. This reflects the number and complexity of underlying mechanisms and
makes a comprehensive theoretical treatment impossible at present.

In some cases, usually involving high-LET radiations, the dose response
at low doses follows a power function of dose (effect ^Dx) with exponent
less than one over a wide dose range. This type of response is of great
Interest since (a) i t implies greater effect per unit dose at progressively
smaller doses, and (b) i t is not predicted (over a wide dose range) by most
models and theories of radiobiology.

In the present work a theoretical framework is presented which can ac-
count for responses having the above characteristics over a dose range ex-
tending over a factor of 1000. In the model, precursor cells which occur in
clones are postulated. Widely different numbers of precursor cells per clone
are assumed. Suitable transformation of a single cell in a clone completes
initiation of that clone and raises the probability of tumor formation. At
low animal doses, clones with large numbers of cells at risk have relatively
high probability of response (eransformation of at least one cell) leading to
a steep dose response. However, depletion of the number of untransformed
large clones with increasing dose leaves primarily untransformed smaller
clones with smaller probability of response per unit dose. The analytical re-
sults demonstrate that power functions with exponent less than one can result
even for doses so small that the mean number of charged particle traversals
per cell is much less than one. The results also demonstrate that response
functions may change from nearly "V.D"** to nearly linear as linear energy
transfer (LET) of the charged particle secondaries decreases, provided that
(a) two "events" are required in a cell to complete transformation and (b)
these occur primarily as single events along the low-LET tracks and primarily
as simultaneous double events along the tracks of high-LET secondaries.

Results obtained by others for induction of mammary tumors in rats are
used to i l lustrat t the applicability of the theory.

investigation was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
Contract DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16 to the Safety and Environmental Protection Divi-
sion, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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Introduction

Generally, dose response for a variety of end points, including cancer

induction, follows a function of the form represented by a product of a

quadratic induction term (aD+bD2) and an exponential (exp-(cD+dD2)) re-

presenting competing effects of cell or animal killing* This function is

linear at very low doses, may show greater effects per unit dose at inter-

mediate doses (when D is in the range of a/b), and will show decrease of ef-

fect per unit dose at doses which cause the exponential to be significant. At

moderate doses and over a limited dose range (about a factor of 2), the func-

tion may have a response showing decreasing effect per unit dose at higher

doses due to the cell or animal killing term. However, in Sprague-Dawley

female rates, mammary tumor induction follows a V®'^ response for neutron

exposures at doses as low as 0.1 to 70 rad (1-5), as illustrated in Fig. 1.

For the 0.43 MeV (Shellabarger data) and fission neutrons (Vogel data)

used in these studies, at 0.1 rad neutron dose there are only about 0.0OS to

0.01 recoil proton traversals per 7 ym diameter cel l . Since cell killing is

generally the result of traversal of the nucleus by at least one charged par-

ticle and median lethal cell and animal doses are generally in the range of

100 or a few hundred rad, respectively, i t follows that the exponential k i l l -

ing term cannot produce significant reduction of effects (or bending over of

the response function) at the low doses employed in the rat experiments.

Rossi and Kellerer (6) have analyzed some of the rat data and concluded,

"the fact that the dose effect relation deviates from linearity at a dose

where the mean number of neutron secondary particles in a cell is considerably

less than unity implies that the development of malignancies must be de-

termined by radiation effects on a number of interacting cells." They also

claimed that biologic variability alone cannot explain the observed results.

However, this has been questioned by Baum (7) who showed that heterogeneity

may well account for the observed dose-response function. The purpose of this

paper is to outline specific mechanisms which may lead to great heterogeneity

and to demonstrate that the observed dose response conceivably may be due to

genetic alteration in individual cells and one need not invoke interaction be-

tween cells to account for decreased effect per unit dose at increased doses.
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Mutatlon Theories of Carcinogenesis

In early theories of carcinogenesis, Fisher and HoHomon (8) postulated

that a number of similar mutations in adjacent cells might ini t iate cancer.

Their analysis of age dependence of human cancer mortality lead to the con-

clusion that the number of mutated cells required for a cr i t ical size group

was near seven. Muller (9) and Nordling (10) thought that age dependence of

cancer was better explained by a number of successive mutations in the same

cell and derived expressions which lead to the conclusion that about seven

mutations were required.

The idea that one or more of the early mutations may lead to pro-

liferative advantage for the mutated cells with subsequent formation of a

clone of mutated cells was emphasized by Nordling (11), Platt (12), Armitage

and Doll (13), and Fisher (14). Armitage and Doll showed that exponential

rate of clone growth following the first mutation could lead to the observed

age dependence if a two mutation theory was assumed, whereas, Fisher showed

that a power law relation with time for the number of cells in a clone could

be used to explain the observed age dependence if three mutations are required

for most human carcinogens. Burch (15,16) has developed a theoretical frame-

work which encompasses both the multicelled hypothesis of Fisher and Hollomon

(8), and the raultimutation hypothesis of Muller (9) and Nordling (10). Burch

has done extensive fitting of his model to numerous sets of human data to de-

duce values for the number of mutations required and the number of distinctive

stem cells which must be mutated for various specific types of cancer.

These theories, however, a l l predict linear or higher power function

dose-response kinetics at low doses. Analysis of the rat mammary tumor data

of Vogel and Zaldivar (4) led Baum (17) to conclude that somatic mutation the-

ories would best fit the observed incidence and time response if two simulta-

neous mutations were produced along individual proton recoil tracks.

The model proposed in the present work incorporates: a) ideas contained

in the earlier theories which postulated proliferative advantage for mutated

cells with formation of clones of mutated (precancerous) cel ls , b) the concept

of clonal initiation which leads to saturation of response even at low doses

and, c) the two simultaneous-event mode of action for high-LET radiations

which is indicated by the differences in dose-response for high- and low-LET

exposures.
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Clonal Theory

The present theory deals quantitatively with what is usually termed the

initiation phase of cel l transformation. Following initiation, promotion must

occur in order for tumor growth and eventual observation. I assume some pro-

motion occurs due to irradiation but that i t i s primarily due to natural pro-

cesses or is supplied by other agents for the tumors under consideration.

An animal i s composed of a variety of tissues and organs. Tissues,

for example mammary tissue, contain cel ls of several different types. In

addition, during normal growth and development ce l l s may differentiate, mu-

tate, and change in a variety of nonspecific ways, yet continue to divide.

Somatic mutation theories of carcinogenesis (8,14) are well-known and lead to

the main postulate in the present theory, namely, that clones of mutated or

altered precancerous cel ls exist in an organism. It is assumed that cel ls in

a precancerous clone are al l genetically similar but differ in one or more

genetic or epigenetic characteristic from other cel ls in the same tissue.

Those cells having genetic alterations which predispose them to radiation

induced Initiation will be called precursor ce l l s . A number N of these cel ls

may be formed early in embryonic development, others later in l i f e . As these

divide they form N clones of i cel ls per clone. The number of cel l divisions

following formation of a clone will depend on animal age and physiological

state, thus, clones with various numbers of cel ls result. Thus, we postulate

Chat clones of precursor cells exist in large numbers and with widely dif-

ferent numbers of cel ls per clone. For example, N clones may have i » 10,

precursor ce l l s , while 17. of this number (or 0.01N) may have 1 * 100 precursor

ce l l s , etc.

During exposure to ionizing radiation, precursor cells may be initiated

to tumor cells with probability which depends on the type of radiation and in

some cases dose rate. Let the exposure and probability of initiation be ex-

pressed in terms of mean number m of traversals of the cell by charged par-

t ic les . For the simplest case, assume doses are small and- that dose rate and

cel l killing can be neglected (e .g . , <10 rad neutron exposures), and that each
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ttaversal has probability K(L) of transforming a precursor cell to a tumor

cel l . Note that K(L) is a function of the LET of charged particle secondaries

produced by the exposure. The mean number of initiated cells in a clone hav-

ing i precursor cells will then be:

n± - K(L)mi (1)

where K(L) is a constant <1, and m is mean number of charged particle

traversals per cell. The total number of initiated tumors produced per animal

will be proportional to the number of clones having one or more initiated

cells.

The probability that at least one cell in a specific clone is initiated,

P>1, is calculated using Poisson statistics. For clones having an average

of n initiated cells per clone

P>! - (l-e-ni) (2)

Conceptually, animals may be considered in terms of j classes, with

specific distributions of clone sizes in each class. For each class, the pro-

babilities of at least one tumor per animal Pj were calculated by summing

the products of P>]_ times the number of clones N^ for each clone size in

the animal, i.e.,

Pj - 2 P>! . Nj (3)

This function is , of course, truncated at Pj >̂  1.0 since these probabilities

cannot exceed 1.0.

Finally, the proportion of the total animal population having at least

one initiated tumor R is determined by summing over all classes the product of

the fraction of total animals in that class fj times Pj,

R - E fj . Pj (4)

These functions were examined iteratively for simple distributions of

clone sizes and population distributions. Results indicate that many

binations of the free parameters in the equations yield response functions (R)

vs. mean number of events (m, which is proportional to dose) which approximate

power functions of m with exponent much less than one.
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Example

For example a very simple distribution of clone sizes which gives re-

sponse functions similar to those found experimentally i s one in which 10% of

the animals have one large clone (9x10° cells/clone) and five small clones

(3x10-* cel ls /clone), and the other 90% of the animals have only five small

clones.

For this distribution of clone sizes a value of K(L) - 3 x 10"^ yields

the response shown on the left in Figure 2. This response approximates one

with m having exponent equal to 0.4 (m ) and, therefore, dose^ as ob-

served in Figure 1 for neutrons.

Linear X-Ray Response

Mammary tumor induction in Sprague-Dawley rats induced by x-ray ex-

posures follows a more nearly linear dose-response function (2,3) .

The above theory i s based on initiation by individual traversals of

high-LET secondary particles produced by neutron irradiation. Since the power

function exponent for tumor induction by x-irradiation i s linear (about twice

the exponent found for neutron exposures) calculations were made for tumor re-

sponse expected assuming two genetic "events" per ce l l are required and that

they occur primarily as single events per traversal of the low-I£T secondaries

(electrons) produced by x-irradiation. The probability of two or more events

per cel l P>2 can be calculated from Poisson stat ist ics assuming the mean

number of genetic events n'. i s given by equation (1) , and

P>2 - ( l - e - n : - n ^ > (5)

The proportion of animals with at least one initiated tumor is then

calculated from equation (4) with

Pj « E P>2 . N± (6)

and

n1 - K'(L)mi (7)

where K'(L) i s the probability of a single event per charged particle

traversal. The latter function has been plotted on Figure 2 for K'(L) and

N̂  the same values as K(L) and N̂  used in the previous examples for neu-

trons. Note that, over the range of T from 0.03 to 0.8, the neutron func-

tion (two simultaneous events) i s D *̂* and the low-LET function (two
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separate events) Is approximately linear (D1-). No special significance Is

attributed to the K'(L) and K(L) values being equal since one is for induction

of single events by low-IET radiation and one for double events by high-LET

radiation. Also, the values of K(L) and cells per clone which yield accept-

able slopes on the log-log plot (Figure 2) are not unique. Their product

dictates the response function slopes. However, smaller values for cells per

clone and proportionately larger values for K(L) high-LET and low-LET response

functions which are separated by smaller values of m. The values chosen for

cells per clone and K(L) yield relative m values which are reasonable con-

sidering the LET's of the secondaries and relative biological effectiveness

values (10 to 100} observed experimentally.

A variety of other choices for number of cells per clone and number of

clones, have been examined including those with cell killing terms which de-

press induction effects at moderate doses (e.g. , >10 rads for neutrons or 100

rads for x rays). While better fits to the data shown on Figure 1 can be

achieved by optimum choice of these parameters, i t should be clear from the

above simple examples that the effect of cell clustering in clones is to cause

saturation of response and to cause the observed exponent to be much less than

the exponent associated with the basic underlying mechanisms. This can change

linear initiating mechanisms into observed power functions with exponent <1

(e.g., 0.4) and quadratic functions into nearly linear observed ones, as shown

above.

Discussion

In order that this model of action be compatible with both neutron re-

sponse which follows a D *̂̂  function and x-ray response which follows a

linear function i t is necessary to postulate that neutron secondaries (mainly

proton recoils) can produce, in significant numbers, two "events" along a sin-

gle secondary particle track, whereas, x-ray secondaries (electrons) produce

primarily one (or zero) events. Apparently at least two events of some type

(gene alterations?) are required to complete initiation of these cells. The

same 'two event per track' effect for neutrons was previously suggested (17)

based on a somewhat different analysis using somatic mutation theory con-

cepts of radiation carcinogenesis. The two analyses are similar in some re-

spects but in the earlier analysis the effects of clustering of cells in

clones was not considered. The present analysis shows that nonrandom biologi-

cal factors (e.g. , cloning of cells) must be considered in addition to the

stochastics and spatial aspects of the energy deposition processes.
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Since equation (1) shows saturation effects for values of (Kmi) greater

than about one, this sum yields a response function which is nonlinear even

for values of m « 1 provided K and i are large. If clones exist with widely

varying numbers of cells, the nonlinear response can continue over a wide

range of doses (values of m) as illustrated on Figure 2 for a hypothetical ex-

ample. When several cells in a clone are initiated, they are almost certainly

scored as a single tumor not as separate tumors; therein lies the postulated

cause of the saturation at low doses in the present model* Cells need not

interact as such, however, their proximity may cause the observed effects to

differ significantly from those primarily induced.
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List of Figure Captions

Figure 1. Excess (%) animals with at least one tumor vs. neutron dose for

data of Shellabarger obtained using 0.43 MeV neutrons and for

data of Vogel obtained using fission neutrons. Numbers in

parentheses above indicate months after irradiation during which

data were gathered. Data are from: <} (3), 4(4), OC18)» •(18

0 (1), • (1),<^"(1). r2 - 0.8 is the least squares multiple

correlation coefficient.

Figure 2. Logio °^ fraction of animals with at least one initiated clone

(R) vs. logiQ of mean number of charged particle traversals per

cell (m). Solid lines show response predicted by model. Dashed

lines show slopes which approximate the experimental results for

neutrons (left) and x rays (right).
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